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Details of Visit:

Author: rep69
Location 2: Bury
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 4 Jan 2008 1245
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: La Maison
Website: http://www.lamaisonbury.co.uk
Phone: 01617611302
Notes: Formerly Notorious Girls NW

The Premises:

NG House is very easy to find in Bury - directions are on the Notorious Girls Website. The place
itself is immaculate. Spacious reception room. I was given a tour of the premises - all rooms
spotless and kitted out to a high standard. There is an upstairs lounge with bar.  

The Lady:

Leigh is gorgeous. About 5'4 tall, size 10, lomg brown hair - simply gorgeous! 

The Story:

This was the first time I had been to the NG house, although I have used the Notorious Agency
quite a few times in the North East.

Upon entering, I was offered a welcome drink. I was well impressed with the decor and layout of the
place. I was the only client in there to start. I was offered a tour of the premises which I took. I was
very impressed, NG have done a very good job there.

I was then introduced to all of the available ladies - a bevy of beauties. I was really spoilt for choice
but finally decided on Leigh.

I went into the room and Leigh helped me out of my jacket and hung it up. I then undressed and had
a quick shower (note - nice hot water and plenty of shower gel etc to use). Leight provided me with
a clean towel to dry off.

Once onto the double bed, Leigh gave me a very nice massage before lots of kissing (with tongues)
caressing and some lovely OWO.

We then started to play with each others bodies, very enjoyable. I wont go further into what
happened, but it was a very very enjoyable experience.

Leigh is very chatty and we talked a lot about the North East and Cleveland (where she is from) but
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she doesn't have the usual 'boro' accent.

Overall an excellant visit and I must try to arrange another visit to Bury to see Leigh again - she
really is wonderful.
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